
 

Giant tube slides and broken legs: Why the
latest playground craze is a serious hazard
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Child's play involves risk and challenge, a vital part of development.
Failing, falling and picking yourself up again are crucial life lessons. But
children also need to be protected from severe and lifelong injury.
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As the latest evolution in exciting play, numerous giant tube slides have
been introduced around Australia. However, several of them have caused
serious injuries within weeks of their installation.

The most recent giant tube slide causing serious injuries was opened by
Shoalhaven Council in New South Wales in January. A four-year-old girl
broke both her legs after riding tandem down the slide with her dad.

Is Boongaree Nature Play Park in Berry Australia's most
dangerous playground? https://t.co/TbJHxSKvo9

— Nix Olympia News (@NixOlympiaNews) April 7, 2022

Her mum took to Facebook seeking the local community experience.
Within 24 hours there were 750 comments, more than 150 shares and
more than 30 serious injuries reported, including fractures and facial
injuries.

Such preventable injures can cause lifelong difficulties for some, and
cost Australians millions of dollars, not only in wasted playground
development but also the cost of injuries and any associated litigation.
The fate of the giant slide at Boongaree Nature Play Park is yet to be
determined.

More than 'rough and tumble' injuries

In 2016, an Adelaide giant tube slide complex was closed only months
after opening, after a spate of serious injuries such as compound knee
fractures and dislocations were reported.

Fixing Adelaide playground tube slides to cost $340k amid rise
in injuries: https://t.co/wFywT6RAQm #9News 
pic.twitter.com/oPbU9MuycD
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https://7news.com.au/news/nsw/nsw-community-calls-for-safety-review-after-four-year-old-breaks-both-legs-at-berry-playground--c-6375991
https://medicalxpress.com/tags/slide/
https://t.co/TbJHxSKvo9
https://twitter.com/NixOlympiaNews/status/1511913957539430404?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://7news.com.au/news/nsw/nsw-community-calls-for-safety-review-after-four-year-old-breaks-both-legs-at-berry-playground--c-6375991
https://www.aihw.gov.au/reports/health-welfare-expenditure/injury-expenditure-in-australia-2015-16/contents/summary
https://7news.com.au/news/nsw/nsw-community-calls-for-safety-review-after-four-year-old-breaks-both-legs-at-berry-playground--c-6375991
https://www.9news.com.au/national/fixing-adelaide-playground-tube-slides-to-cost-340k-amid-rise-in-injuries/0548aff1-af4d-4586-aa8a-a83531369586
https://t.co/wFywT6RAQm
https://twitter.com/hashtag/9News?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/oPbU9MuycD


 

— 9News Adelaide (@9NewsAdel) September 13, 2016

The two giant tube slides reportedly cost A$600,000 to build, in a 
playground upgrade costing $3.55 million. It then cost a further
$340,000 for the hazardous slides to be dismantled.
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In 2018, a Sydney playground was closed after "horrific" injuries
including broken legs were reported from parents and children using the
new "giant tube slide." The Stockland playground reportedly cost $2.3
million to build. This giant slide was also closed, dismantled and
removed.

The frequency and severity of these incidents is more than we should
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https://twitter.com/9NewsAdel/status/775559666835349504?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://www.adelaidenow.com.au/subscribe/news/1/?sourceCode=AAWEB_WRE170_a_GGL&dest=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.adelaidenow.com.au%2Fmessenger%2Fnorth-northeast%2Fstates-best-playground-about-to-get-better-plans-to-add-two-big-slides-to-st-kilda-adventure-playground%2Fnews-story%2Fdd4068541f6b52ad5ef5cc357f096c68&memtype=anonymous&mode=premium&v21=dynamic-cold-control-noscore&V21spcbehaviour=append
https://sciencex.com/help/ai-disclaimer/
https://www.ellaslist.com.au/articles/the-superslide-at-altrove-hilltop-park-is-closed-for-safety-reasons
https://www.hawkesburygazette.com.au/story/5384309/showpiece-of-23-million-schofields-park-closed-following-injuries/
https://www.hawkesburygazette.com.au/story/5384309/showpiece-of-23-million-schofields-park-closed-following-injuries/


 

expect from "normal rough and tumble" play in a visit to the local
playground.

What's the problem with these slides?

Longer tube slides allow users to travel faster through the inner tube. A
person's speed depends on their size, weight and the slipperiness of their
clothing (with something like nylon leggings being more slippery than
denim jeans, for example). The slipperiness of the slide can change with
use over time as well.

Injuries have occurred within these giant slides, as users enter the twists
and turns of the slide at great speed and sometimes try to "brake" with
their feet to slow down. For each child, it's hard to determine how fast
each descent will be, but once it's started, it can be very hard to control.

Attempting to brake during a descent can load ankles and knees with
significant energy that causes bones to break. Trying to put the brakes on
with a bare foot versus a sneaker can also affect the likelihood of a
fracture. If the user is not able to slow down, they may shoot out of the
end at high velocity.

Injury surveillance data from the United States shows tandem riding
(sitting on a person's lap on the slide) is associated with up to 50 times
the odds of a lower-limb injury for the child, compared with riding
alone.

Paradoxically, many parents probably believe riding together is safer.
The new giant tube slide in Boongaree Park did not have any signage to
warn parents of this risk.
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https://injepijournal.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s40621-018-0139-x
https://medicalxpress.com/tags/injury/
https://7news.com.au/news/nsw/nsw-community-calls-for-safety-review-after-four-year-old-breaks-both-legs-at-berry-playground--c-6375991
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How do we know playground equipment is safe?

The current Australian playground standards are informed by 50 years of
experience in design and use of play equipment, and are constantly
updated. The standards look at factors such as playground design,
installation, maintenance and operation. They aim to optimize the safety
of playgrounds and minimize the risks associated with them. They are
also intended to remove known hazards such as things that could cause
strangulation.

While public playgrounds in Australia are usually certified to meet the
Australian standards, it's not mandated by law. So not all will be certified
to the most recently published standard, tested with a risk assessment
before installation, or regularly checked for wear and tear that could
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cause injury.

To comply with the playground standard, certified playgrounds must
have a marking plate secured to them indicating the name and address of
the manufacturer or authorized representative, information to identify
the equipment, the year the playground was manufactured, and to what
standard. However, information regarding any updates or repairs, or
schedules of inspections are not made publicly available by any council.

While the standards require testing for things like head and neck
entrapment and structural integrity, they don't require the slides to be
tested for normal use to see how children might fare on the equipment.

Similar to vehicle safety testing, prototypes of products like slides should
be tested across a range of user sizes and clothing types, and if any risks
of severe injury are identified, the design can be modified before it's
installed.

There have been calls to leave giant slides unchanged in children's
playgrounds (regardless of the injuries) to develop children's skills in
risk management.

However there's a difference between "risk"—where children can
recognize and evaluate a challenge and decide on a course of
action—and "hazard," which is a source of harm that cannot be assessed
by children (or in this case, even adults) and has no learning benefit.

We agree children need to learn about risk, challenge, success and
failure, and sometimes injuries can occur. However serious injuries are
preventable when every part of the system is carefully reviewed and
modified accordingly.

Giant tube slides are making children (and their parents or caregivers)
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https://medicalxpress.com/tags/playground/
https://medicalxpress.com/tags/structural+integrity/
https://www.ancap.com.au/safety-testing-explained


 

pay too high a price through no fault of their own. These hazardous
items of playground equipment should either be removed or modified to
ensure a simple trip down the slide doesn't result in broken legs.

This article is republished from The Conversation under a Creative
Commons license. Read the original article.
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